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Abstract

Objective: The purpose of this review is to assess whether evidence supports a favorable risk/benefit profile for pediatric antidepressant use and reconsideration of the black box. Method: The review examines studies post-black box purporting to show declines in pediatric antidepressant use and rising youth suicide, summarizes evidence for efficacy and safety of pediatric antidepressants, and discusses irregularities in recent meta-analyses of fluoxetine for youth. Results: Pediatric antidepressant prescription did not significantly decline post-black box and youth suicide has risen only in recent years. Recent meta-analyses fail to undermine evidence that antidepressants are associated with increased risk of suicidality in youth. Conclusions: First line prescription of antidepressants for youth is not advisable. The black box and international warnings on pediatric use of antidepressants are warranted. Wider availability of psychosocial options for depressed youth is recommended.
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With the rapid acceleration of selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitor (SSRI) prescription to youth from 1988 to 2004 (Delate, Gelenberg, Simons, & Motheral, 2004; Zito, 2002), safety became a pressing issue. Over time, a consistent finding of increased risk of suicidality for children and adolescents taking SSRIs emerged (Hammad, 2004; Whittington et al., 2004). In response, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a series of advisories culminating in a black box warning for all antidepressants for those under age 18 (FDA, 2004, October 15). A stronger reaction ensued in the UK. The Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Authority (http://www.mhra.gov.uk/home/groups/pl-p/documents/drugsafetymessage/con019472.pdf) banned all antidepressants for those under 18 with the exception of fluoxetine, which could only be used for those over age eight when psychosocial intervention failed. Similarly, Health Canada advised SSRI-treated patients under 18 to consult physicians regarding benefit versus risk and cautioned that SSRIs were not...

Two recent studies challenged these warnings. Gibbons, Brown, Hur, Davis, \& Mann, (2012) re-analyzed four trials and reported no significant suicidality for those under age 18. The authors contended that this contradicted findings that were the basis of the black box. A companion article found "impressive effects on clinically interpretable outcomes" for fluoxetine in the same four trials (Gibbons et al., 2012), concluding that the risk/benefit equation that led to the black box should be revisited. Following these two publications, media sources announced the safety of not only fluoxetine but all SSRIs for youth (e.g., Lowry, 2012; Roan, 2012).

Nearly a decade after the black box, controversy surrounding the safety and efficacy of pediatric SSRI use remains. This article evaluates claims that the black box and similar international warnings have not served the interests of children and adolescents and ought to be reconsidered. Specifically, it examines the proposed connection between prescription trends and youth suicide and whether new evidence supports a favorable risk/benefit profile.

Impact of FDA Regulations on Pediatric Antidepressant Use and Suicidality

Controversy surrounding the warnings about antidepressants and youth peaked in 2007 when some pointed to increased rates of youth suicide and speculated that, because of the FDA’s actions, lower prescription rates left many untreated (e.g., Gibbons et al., 2007; Libby et al., 2007). However, significant reductions of pediatric SSRI prescriptions are not substantiated. The steep rise in prescriptions of antidepressants, most notably SSRIs, for US youth in the five years prior to 2004 is well documented (Chen \& Toh, 2011; Olsson, Marcus, \& Druss, 2008; Zito, 2002). As might be expected, studies evaluating the impact of FDA warnings (Libby et al., 2007; Nemeroff et al., 2007; Olsson et al., 2008; Pamer et al., 2010) found marked differences between forecasted and actual rates following the black box advisory. These investigations did not find a significant decrease in prescription rates but rather a reduction in prescription growth.

Regarding actual rates, Gibbons et al. (2007) used a randomly selected sample from IMS pharmacy data and reported that pediatric prescriptions, expressed as a percentage of 2003 rates, declined approximately 10% for ages 15 to 19, 14% for ages 11-14, and 20%, ages ten and under from 2003 to 2005. Since this study only presents rates graphically without tabulated data, statistical comparison is impossible. In contrast, all other investigations examining actual rates of prescriptions found a pattern of stable, not declining, rates. According to Libby et al. (2007), there were no statistically significant changes in mean levels of prescriptions in their pre- and post-advisory analysis. In addition, Olsson et al. (2008) found a non-significant decline in the rate of use of antidepressants for ages 6-17 for the black box study period. In fact, SSRI use, with the exception of paroxetine, increased through 2004, and new use of antidepressants in the year following the black box did not significantly decrease. Similarly, Pamer et al. (2010) reported that observed mean use rates post-February 2004 through 2006 did not significantly differ from the 2002 through February 2004 period. Finally, Chen and Toh (2011) examined prescribing data from ambulatory settings in the US from 1998 through 2007 and reported that antidepressant prescriptions for children with major depressive disorder rose post-advisories. In sum, reports of significantly reduced antidepressant prescription following the black box are not empirically supported.

The second premise of the proposed link between declining prescriptions and youth suicide involves suicide rates after the black box. One well-publicized study graphically depicted rising youth suicides in 2003-2004 prior to hypothesized declining prescription rates (Gibbons et al., 2007), even though the investigation posited a link between youth suicide and declining prescriptions. Moreover, the 2003-2004 Centers for Disease Control (CDC) suicide data contradict the assertion that the black box increased youth suicide. According to the CDC, rates of suicide for the age range 6-17 rose slightly from 2003-2004 and then declined through 2007. As noted, examining the time frame through 2004, Olsson et al. (2008) found rising prescription rates for youth ages 6-17 for the pre-warning observation period; for the black box period, there was a non-significant decline in the rate of use of any antidepressant. Connecting these data with the CDC data, youth suicides rose in concert with rising prescription rates and declined when rates stabilized (see Figure 1). Claims, then, that decreasing pediatric antidepressant utilization corresponded with increasing youth suicide are factually inaccurate.

From 2007 to 2010, the last available data year, youth suicide (age 6-17) increased from 1.68 per 100,000 to 2.02. This trend can be analyzed alongside more recent prescription reports. From 2007-2008, antidepressants were the third most frequently used drug by adolescents aged 12-19 (Gu, Dillon, \& Burt, 2010). The year 2009-2010 saw an

---

1 Between 2005 and 2009, pediatric SSRI prescription rates significantly increased in the UK by nearly 11% (Wijlaars, Nazareth, \& Petersen, 2012) following a decline after the Committee on Safety of Medicine’s 2003 advisory against SSRIs other than fluoxetine to pediatric patients.
The second premise of the proposed link between declining prescriptions and youth suicide involves suicide rates after the black box. One well-publicized study graphically depicted rising youth suicides in 2003-2004 prior to hypothesized declining prescription rates (Gibbons et al., 2007), even though the investigation posited a link between youth suicide and declining prescriptions. Moreover, the 2003-2004 Centers for Disease Control (CDC) suicide data contradict the assertion that the black box increased youth suicide. According to the CDC, rates of suicide for the age range 6-17 rose slightly from 2003-2004 and then declined through 2007. As noted, examining the time frame through 2004, Olfson et al. (2008) found rising prescription rates for youth ages 6-17 for the pre-warning observation period; for the black box period, there was a non-significant decline in the rate of use of any antidepressant. Connecting these data with the CDC data, youth suicides rose in concert with rising prescription rates and declined when rates stabilized (see Figure 1). Claims, then, that decreasing pediatric antidepressant utilization corresponded with increasing youth suicide are factually inaccurate.

Figure 1 Top: Suicide rates (per 100,000) for ages 6-17 (2002-2006) (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, www.cdc.gov/ncipc/wisqars). Bottom: Antidepressant (ADP) use per 1000 across pre-warning period (May 1, 2002 – October 16, 2004) to black box period (October 16, 2004 to December 31, 2005).

Adapted from Olfson et al., 2008. Last data point calculated from Olfson et al. (2008) reported non-significant 9.6% reduction from October 16, 2004 to December 31, 2005.
increase in pediatric antidepressant prescription to the highest rates since 2004 (Chai et al., 2012). These data indicate that the recent uptick in youth suicide has occurred as prescriptions approached 2003 levels, again disconfirming claims that less antidepressant prescribing accompanied increases in youth suicide.

**Risk and Benefit Revisited**

After 2007, debates regarding the potential harm of decreased juvenile antidepressant prescription receded. However, two recent meta-analyses (see, Gibbons, Brown et al., 2012; Gibbons, Hur et al., 2012) have re-awakened the controversy. A recent review of these two studies and an older meta-analysis (see Bridge et al., 2007) concluded that antidepressants “may not increase suicidality in pediatric patients...and may be effective in treating juvenile depression” (Adegbite-Adeniyik, Gron, Rowles, Demeter, & Finding, 2012).

In light of the potential impact of these recent studies and their media depiction on prescription practices, it is important to evaluate their contribution to the extensive evidence regarding pediatric antidepressant safety and efficacy. Regarding safety, the FDA’s pooled analysis of 4400 youth revealed an average risk of suicidality of 4% in medication treated patients, twice the 2% placebo risk (Hammad, Laughren, & Racooosin, 2006), giving rise to the black box warning (FDA, 2004, October, 15). Around this time, Whittington et al. (2004) reviewed published and unpublished studies and found that SSRIs entailed an increased risk of serious adverse events, most notably suicidal thinking and behaviour. An additional FDA analysis of 22 short-term randomized controlled trials (RCT) of pediatric antidepressants reported a rate of serious suicidal events for drug treatment almost twice that of placebo (Mosholder & Willy, 2006). Additionally, the FDA meta-analyzed 372 RCTs and reported that the link between suicide-related events and antidepressants was age dependent; persons under 25 were at the greatest risk, and this risk increased as age decreased (Laughren, 2006). In support of these findings, a case control study examining two cohorts of children and adolescents age 6-18 with matched illness severity following inpatient treatment for depression found that the antidepressant-treated cohort was significantly more likely to attempt and complete suicide (Olsson, Marcus, & Shaffer, 2006).

Testing three conditions, SSRI treatment, cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) plus suicide prevention, or a combination, the Treatment of Adolescent Suicide Attempters (TASA; Brent et al., 2009; Vitiello, Brent, et al., 2009) study examined suicidal events, risk factors, and the course of depression for 124 adolescents with at least moderate depressive symptoms who had previous suicide attempts. After six months of treatment, 22% taking the SSRI had a suicide event compared with 6.7% not taking the drug. More recently, a review of the emergence of activation in depressed and anxious youth treated with antidepressants found overall excessive arousal rates of treated youth 3-10 times higher than placebo (Offidan, Fava, Tomba, & Baldessarini, 2013). Given the potential link between activation and suicidality, these findings are cause for concern.

Faced with substantial evidence of heightened risks, researchers have explored how much risk is tolerable given the medication’s benefits. To this end, the FDA independently examined both published and unpublished trials and found that the investigated antidepressant was more effective than placebo on primary measures in only three out of 15 trials (Hammad et al., 2006). In a study of 13 trials, Bridge et al. (2007) reported pooled absolute rates of responses for youth treated with antidepressants of 60% compared with 50% for placebo. Using a similar database, another meta-analysis also reported an approximate 10% difference in response rates (Tsapakis, Soldani, Tondo, & Baldessarini, 2008). This study’s authors concluded that antidepressants have little clinical efficacy for depressed juveniles. Notably, the small effects found in pediatric antidepressant trials have been found on clinician-rated measures only, not patient or parent-rated measures (Jureidini et al., 2004).

In many cases, even clinician-rated measures show no efficacy over placebo. For example, in the two RCTs that garnered FDA approval for fluoxetine for youth ages 8-17, only two of four clinician-rated measures (Emmslie et al., 1997) and three of six (Emmslie et al., 2002) indicated a difference favoring fluoxetine. Both studies failed to find a statistical difference between fluoxetine and placebo on primary endpoint measures (Jureidini et al., 2004). An FDA statistical review of these trials concluded: “...the sponsor did not win on these two pediatric depression studies...” The evidence for efficacy, based on the pre-specified endpoint, is not convincing” (FDA, 2000, October 10).

The NIMH-funded Treatment of Adolescent Depression Study (TADS; March et al., 2004; March et al., 2007), a 36-week trial evaluating fluoxetine for youth (ages 12-17) is often cited as evidence that combining fluoxetine and psychotherapy is more effective than medication or psychotherapy alone and is protective of suicidality (e.g., see (http://www.nimh.nih.gov/healthinformation/tads.cfm). In the 12-week RCT stage, TADS compared fluoxetine alone, CBT alone, CBT plus fluoxetine, and placebo. End-point comparisons favored the combined arm. However, the combined treatment was not blinded and, unlike the other groups, received all intervention components (medication, psychotherapy, psychoeducation, family therapy, and supportive pharmacotherapy monitoring), creating a significant disparity in treatment dose favoring this arm. Without a combined CBT/placebo group, the relative contributions of the fluoxetine and CBT to overall efficacy cannot be determined. The FDA did not count TADS as a positive study.
for the SSRI given the failure of fluoxetine to separate from placebo on one of its two primary outcome measures. After the TADS acute 12-week stage, partial and non-responders to all treatments were openly treated (March et al., 2007). All treatment conditions converged by 30 weeks and remained so by week 36.

Under simulated real-world conditions, TORDIA (Treatement of Resistant Depression in Adolescents; Brent et al., 2008; Emslie et al., 2010) compared outcomes for 334 adolescents who initially had not responded to medication and were randomized to switch to a different one (fluoxetine, citalopram, or venlafaxine) or a different medication plus CBT. At week 24, there were no significant differences between treatments for rates and time to remission and relapse. In the first 12 weeks, there were 68 (20%) harm-related events including 18 suicide attempts. In the second 12 weeks, 11% of the adolescents experienced a harm-related event and 7%, a non-suicidal self-injury. If non-suicidal self-injuries were counted as harm-related, as in the first 12-weeks, 18% of trial participants, all taking either an SSRI or venlafaxine, were involved in self-harming behaviour.

In sum, research has consistently pointed toward an unfavorable antidepressant risk/benefit profile for the pediatric population. With this as a backdrop, Gibbons, Brown, et al. (2012) and Gibbons, Hur, et al. (2012) re-examined fluoxetine safety and efficacy for youth. Their meta-analyses of three Eli Lilly funded trials and the TADS found no increased risk of suicide behaviour or thinking related to fluoxetine for juvenile subjects as well as significant benefit. A closer look, however, reveals noteworthy irregularities. One of the four trials (Kratochvil et al., 2005, identified as LYAQ, the industry identification) is not a fluoxetine trial but rather a combined atomoxetine and fluoxetine trial for youth diagnosed with ADHD with concurrent symptoms of depression or anxiety. Moreover, the baseline mean score for depression in LYAQ was 44.2, the lower end of a moderately depressed range on the Children’s Depression Rating Scale-Revised (CDRS-R; Poznanski & Mokros, 1996). In contrast, the other three trials had a mean baseline score of 58.1, close to a score of severe depression (61). The LYAQ, therefore, is inappropriate for inclusion in both meta-analyses, thereby invalidating the aggregated data, results, and conclusions.

Gibbons, Brown, et al. (2012) did not examine suicidal ideation adverse event reports, even though these are considered a suicide event by the Columbia Classification Algorithm of Suicide Assessment (Posner, Oquendo, Gould, Stanley, & Davies, 2007), FDA analyses (Hammad et al., 2006; Mosholder & Willy, 2006), and the TADS. Instead, this study used one item of a clinician-rated scale, the CDRS-R, for its primary suicide analysis. Spielmans, Jureidini, Healy, and Pursey (2013) point out that the CDRS-R was designed to measure efficacy, not suicidality, and noted that top FDA officials, Thomas Laughren and Robert Temple, concurred that a depression rating scale does not provide a valid signal for suicidality. Gibbons, Brown, et al.’s (2012) inconsistency with standard pediatric suicidality assessment most likely resulted in under-representation of suicide-related events.

Additionally, Gibbons, Brown, et al. (2012) contradicts safety findings from the TADS, one of its primary sources of data. Examining suicide events according to whether subjects were on fluoxetine at the time of the event indicates 36 events for fluoxetine-treated compared with eight for non-fluoxetine (17 on fluoxetine attempted suicide, one not on fluoxetine; Vitiello, Silva, et al., 2009).3 Beyond 12 weeks, 15 fluoxetine-takers had a suicidal event compared with none for those not taking the SSRI. These data starkly contrast with the conclusions in Gibbons, Brown, et al. (2012).

Re-analyzing the benefits of fluoxetine for youth, Gibbons, Hur, et al. (2012) reported a 4.62 point difference in the estimated average rate of change between fluoxetine and placebo on the CDRS-R. The authors translated this difference to an estimated fluoxetine combined response/remission rate of 54.1% over placebo, significantly at odds with the reported results of the three fluoxetine trials included in the analysis. In conclusion, recent investigations of safety and efficacy of fluoxetine for youth contain significant confounds that discredit their findings.

Conclusions

Despite no convincing evidence to supplant a decade of research indicating limited efficacy and potential harm for youth taking antidepressants, the black box and similar warnings continue to be contested. When Gibbons, Brown, et al. (2012) and Gibbons, Hur, et al. (2012) were first published, press reports distorted their findings. For example, the National Public Radio’s health blog proclaimed: “A Fresh Look at Antidepressants Finds Low Risk of Suicide” (Spiegel, 2012). The LA Times reported “...analysis suggests there is no reason to believe that antidepressants influence suicidal thinking in kids” (Roan, 2012), and the popular online site, Medscape, heralded “No Link Between Antidepressants and Suicide in Kids” (Lowry, 2012). Such

\[3\] We were first alerted to this data by Robert Whitaker’s blog (http://www.madinamerica.com/2012/02/the-real-suicide-data-from-the-tads-study-comes-to-light/). Whitaker credits Göran Högborg from Stockholm, Sweden for directing him to this previously unpublished data.

\[4\] Vitiello, Silva et al. (2009) state that the eleven subjects were placed on an SSRI, without specifying that the SSRI was fluoxetine. However, given that these subjects remained in the TADS trial, it is assumed that the SSRI was fluoxetine.
headlines, reaching so many in a sound-bite culture, could reopen the door for unrestrained prescribing, precisely what the black box was intended to prevent. Greater publicity regarding empirical support for the black box and limitations of recent investigations are required to counter misleading and potentially harmful narratives.

The extant literature reviewed herein convincingly suggests that first-line prescription of antidepressants for the pediatric population is not advisable. There is justification, however, for supportive monitoring (Cheung et al., 2007) and watchful waiting without formal intervention in less serious presentations (Jureidini, 2009). Funding for research, training, and implementation of non-medication options for pediatric depression deserves greater priority. Until evidence emerges beyond what is currently available, reconsideration of the black box needs to proceed with great caution and conscientious review. For now, pediatric antidepressant prescription belongs “inside the box.”
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